
Cable
The termination is designed for screened
single core polymeric insulated cables
with wire shield, cross section from
150 mm2 to 240 mm2 and diameter over
insulation between 30 mm and 45 mm.
Cables designed for A.C. voltages (3 phase
systems) Uo/Um of 30/52 kV or 41/72,5 kV
usually meet the dimensional requirements.
The termination is tested to IEEE-48-1990
which exceeds the requirements of IEC-
60840-1999-2 for cables and accessories
with max. system voltages up to Um 52 kV.
This covers applications in railway net-
works with nominal voltage of 25 kV
(phase to ground) as defined in EN 50163
with Umax1 of 27,5 kV (no time limit) and
Umax2 of 29 kV (max. 5 min).

Ordering Description Cable dimensions Termination dimensions
Cross Diameter over Max. diameter Length Shed Number
section dielectric of cable diameter of sheds
(mm2) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

Indoor termination

RWIT-25/1x150-240-L12 150–240 30–45 60 750 155 2

Outdoor termination

RWOT-25/1x150-240-L12 150–240 30–45 60 900 155 4

Note: The termination is supplied as a single phase termination. 
Terminations for other cable types or dimensions are available on request.

Termination for polymeric insulated cables for electrified Railway systems 25 kV A.C.

Dimensions L, D see table

Design of termination
The cable is prepared in the same simple
and easy way as for Raychem medium
voltage terminations without sanding or
penciling. Based on the design of Raychem
high voltage terminations, the termination
consists of a staggered layer of stress
control tubing and patches. A heat-
shrinkable non-tracking insulation tubing
is shrunk over the stress control system
and ensures a reliable seal to the lug and
the oversheath. In addition skirts are
separately installed onto the tubing thus
allowing also upside down installations.

A mechanical lug covering cross sections
from 150 mm2 to 240 mm2 is supplied with
the kit. Kits with the modification code -L12
include mechanical lugs with a busbar
connection hole for M12 connection bolts,
with code -L16 for M16 bolts. 
The termination is supplied as a single
phase termination. The termination has no
supporting function and needs to be fixed
at top and bottom. A solderless earth
connection for cables with metal sheath is
available on request.
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